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A hungry seagull at the Market Cross - no food!
Photo: John Wichers
See pages 2 & 3 for more pictures of Chichester’s empty streets during the lockdown

CHICHESTER AFTER THE PANDEMIC
Creating new ways of thinking & working together
Coronavirus. Who would have thought that such a tiny fragment of
protein could cause devastation to our society and economy in such
a short time? Even before the virus struck, Chichester city centre
was ailing. High rents, which meant high rates; ever-increasing car
park charges; poor maintenance of streets and shops; the loss of the
independent specialist and quality retailers; competition from out-oftown businesses and the internet – all had been taking their toll. By
analogy, the most vulnerable victims of Coronavirus are those with
underlying problems.
Chichester has been a city since Roman times and will continue as
long as there are people here. It fulfils society’s basic need as a place
to meet, socialise, trade and do business. The striking sight of its
empty streets and shops seems to emphasise the need for change and
revitalisation. Once the virus is defeated, there will be an opportunity
for all parties to work together to bring about that change, to restore the
quality independents and high-end brands and to turbocharge footfall.
Retail is certainly not dead in Chichester.
Landlords, County, District and City Councils, planners, innovative
entrepreneurial retailers and financiers need now to abandon old ways
of thinking and of doing business, and to come together and make it
happen. The Neighbourhood Plan is nicely timed to bring forward the
necessary actions and leave a legacy for those lost to, and seriously
affected by, Covid-19.
Richard Plowman, Mayor of Chichester
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CHICHESTER’S STREETS DURING LOCKDOWN
Photographed by ChiSoc members John Templeton and John Wichers

Queuing at Waitrose

Avenue de Chartres Car Park

North Street

Queuing for the Post Office on North Street

Chichester Station without passengers

Market Cross from South Street

St Pancras

West Street from Market Cross

The Market Cross
seen from West Street

East Street
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FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF CHICHESTER
CONSERVATION AREA
John Templeton reminds us of a significant planning tool
for protecting the city

Chichester Conservation Areas
Conservation Areas

March 2020 marked the 50th anniversary of Chichester’s conservation area. The story leading up to its creation was
described in Newsletter 165 (June 2010) on the occasion of its 40th anniversary which can be read on our website. The
conservation area was designated on 16 March 1970 by West Sussex County Council which was then the local planning
authority for Chichester. It included not only the entire city centre within the Roman walls but also historic areas beyond
the ring road including Old Somerstown.
This was due to the foresight of Lionel French, WSCC’s
Area Planning Officer who in 1974 was appointed
District Planning Officer for the new Chichester District
Council which became the local planning authority. On
his recommendation the Chichester Conservation Area
Advisory Committee was set up in 1976. French sadly died
the following year and is commemorated by a plaque,
seat and tree on the forecourt of East Pallant House.

Early extensions
The conservation area has been extended bit by bit: in
1981 a more westerly part of Westgate was added; in
1990 the canal basin, and the former St Paul’s Vicarage
and the Rainbow Inn on St Paul’s Road; in 1994 College
Lane, Oaklands Park House and the 19th century
Chichester University House. A decade later, following
the first Character Appraisal undertaken in 2005, the
Conservation Area was extended once again, this time
bringing in Central School in Orchard Street, all of
Oaklands Park and adjoining roads - Wellington Road,
Broyle Road and Forbes Place (the former Royal West
Sussex Hospital).

Graylingwell CA

2016 extensions
A detailed review of the Character Appraisal was carried
out by the CCAAC and the Council’s Conservation
& Design Team during 2015/16. Following a public
consultation and exhibition the boundaries of the
conservation area were extended still further. It now
includes the Brewery Field and Central School playing
field off Orchard Street, the canal as far as the A27
bridge and South Bank (south of the Canal Basin), King
George Gardens off Broyle Road, and Whyke’s 19th
century streets including Oving Road, Whyke Road,
Bognor Road and York Road. The adjacent CDC map
shows the enlarged Chichester Conservation Area.
(Graylingwell has its own conservation area which was
designated in the 1980s’).

CHICHESTER CA

The 2016 Character Appraisal together with Townscape
Character Analysis maps can be viewed on the District
Council website. They provide a policy framework for all
planning applications within the conservation area. One
outcome of this latest review is the introduction of new
planning controls, known as an Article 4 Direction. This
controls minor alterations to the appearance of non-listed
houses and flats within the conservation area, which
would otherwise be ‘permitted development’. Details are
on the council’s website and were described in an article
in Newsletter 199 (December 2018.)
Chichester’s historic heart has been given the tools for
its protection and will hopefully be cherished by this and
future generations: a 50th anniversary worth celebrating!
Left: This house in Whyke is not listed but is now in the
conservation area and its appearance is protected by new
planning controls
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CHICHESTER’S HOUSING ESTATES
Andrew Bain takes a tour around the city and is concerned at lost opportunities
Government policy requires that Chichester District accommodates 12,350 new homes over the 15 year period of the
2019 Local Plan Review to 2034. This fact is greeted with despondency. It could point to a bright future but most think
not. Why is this? Housing estates have a poor image but there are notable exceptions, for example, Georgian Bath,
Regency Belgravia, Letchworth Garden City and the mid- 20th century Span housing at New Ash Green.
Building a new community should be an opportunity to
get things right by planning, creating a mix of desirable
accommodation providing community facilities (shops,
schools and meeting halls), with attractive landscaping
and good transport links (buses, cycle routes, footpaths).
Much of this is implied in the initial outline planning stage
by the aspiring developer and the Council Planning
Department. So what goes wrong? I‘ll take you to a few
of Chichester’s housing estates, some of which are being
built as you read this.
The 1950’s Kingsham Farm estate was developed by
the Council in association with the new schools campus.
There are sturdily built decent homes, generous grass
verges and a central large green with a shopping
parade. But the remote garage courts have been built on
and cars strew the verges. The ‘right to buy’ for council
tenants has resulted in architecturally inappropriate
window and front door replacement and box dormers
that disfigure the estate. This trend should have been
resisted by the Council whose published design guidance
is flouted.
The 1960’s East Broyle estate of detached homes has an
attractive large green at its entrance frontage to St. Paul’s
Road but apart from retention of green corridors on the
line of previous field divisions, estate roads are rather
featureless. Moreover, there are no road links for vehicles
through to Broyle Road. The timber framed single glazed
windows and front doors have been replaced with uPVC
units which are now visually tired: the urge to infill with
extensions is spoiling the spacial openness.

Madgwick Park: as envisaged by Adam Urbanism in their
Design Statement of 2014
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Madgwick Park at
Westhampnett with
its 300 homes is
now taking shape.
The developers
commissioned an
impressive Design
Statement from
Adam Urbanism in
2014 with hope of
an attractive result.
Unfortunately, this
was dumbed down
when Detailed
Residual Matters
Applications were
submitted to the
District Council.
Let’s consider the
original vision. The Madgwick Park: as it is being built
today. What happened to the dream?
Design Statement
Photo: Andrew Bain
is impressive for it
illustrates a large
Green with a stand of mature trees, surrounded by
informal grouped housing of varying height with pretty
front gardens; it is suggestive of a village evolved over
many years with a community hall. But this vision has
been progressively eroded and today the mature stand
of trees doesn’t exist, while the informal housing groups
have morphed to standard detached houses; images in
the Design Statement of strolling people are in reality
replaced with cars driving into individual garages. The
community hall and a footpath leading out of the estate to
Westhampnett and its church have been dropped.
Design Statement illustrations showed traditionally
detailed windows and porches and backed this up with
views of traditional house groups in Chichester and
the nearby villages. However, today houses are being
built with unsatisfactory top-hung plastic windows and
unconvincing porches; they all have the same ceiling
heights of 2.3 m and window heads at 2.1 m. This is the
dead hand of standardisation rather than the variety
implied by the Design Statement in 2014. It remains to be
seen whether landscaping succeeds in creating places
identified as The Ride, Green Lane and Green Street,
given the site was formerly a single large field. As being
built today this estate has a preponderance of detached
houses which doesn’t reflect the early aspirations which
was to produce a traditional range of housing forms some grander homes balanced by minor streets with
humbler terraces. Who will live in these new homes?
Madgwick Park is marketed for young families, who will
drive to school, for shopping and to work, probably not in
Chichester. So I conclude this development doesn’t live
up to its early promise of providing an attractive balanced
community.

Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc

At Shopwyke Lakes the clue to place-making is in the name.
The original publicity material shows an attractive informal
contemporary style for the housing and boasts the estate as
creating a Gateway to Chichester. In reality as being built, the
housing and the landscaping is unremarkable and its difficult
links to the city necessitate high car usage. There is a relatively
interesting contemporary Neighbourhood Centre of 4 storey
buildings providing shops facing the ‘Chichester Fields’
recreation space, but why isn’t there going to be a school?
Roussillon Park was developed by the same company as
Prince Charles’s Poundbury and values ‘place-making’, which I
feel has succeeded. The former Barracks parade ground with
its stands of mature trees and some retained buildings helped
set the scene for creating a Georgian Square. Roussillon Park
comprises 3-storey grander homes and apartments around
a green; to the south is an interesting mix of 2-storey housing
and cottages grouped in a matrix of terraces and mews. The
buildings’ design and materials are again a modern take
on Georgian with classic simple brickwork walls and wellproportioned windows and entrances. This design has struck
some as austere but many have been won over by the wellproportioned accommodation and have bought into it.
Other successful estates in Chichester include Graylingwell
Park and close-by Keepers Green. They have had a head
start with the mature parkland and fine retained buildings of
Shopwyke Lakes: the vision in 2012 by John Thompson &
the former mental asylum. Unfortunately estates on former
Partners for Hanbury Properties Image: from the
agricultural land like Whitehouse Farm and Madgwick Park,
development brief used for public consultation
have to work harder (spend more) to create an attractive
community. However, the target market is for mass housing
with higher densities and lower unit costs than at Roussillon or Graylingwell. Madgwick Park’s lack of character could
have been avoided by keeping Adam Urbanism on the design team, while the Council’s planners should have held out
for the community hall and pedestrian links to Westhampnett. Our objective must surely be to enhance Chichester with
its new housing rather than become encircled with large and mediocre estates.

Roussillon Park: many have been won over by the well-proportioned accommodation.

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/

Image: with thanks to Ben Pentreath Architects
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EAST HEAD’S CHANGING SHAPE

The sea’s erosion can also be seen at what’s known
locally as the Hinge - where the beach links to East
Head. During the 1960’s and 1970’s storms breached
the Hinge and a large part of the spit was submerged
in seawater that destroyed much of the vegetation. The
sand dunes had to be replenished by planting Marram
grass and other dune plants. Severe erosion continued
during the 1980’s and 1990’s while in October 2004
the narrowest section linking the spit to the mainland
was completely eroded by the sea. A ‘rock berm’ was
constructed along the back of the Hinge to secure the
spit to the mainland and reduce the impact of severe
storms. Huge quantities of sand and gravel were
transported from the northern tip of East Head and
a bank built over the top of the surviving rock berm,
planted with Marram grass.

Christopher Mead-Briggs recounts how this coastal landmark is always moving
As a seaside location East Head and West Wittering beach are unrivalled, for they adjoin the entrance to Chichester
Harbour, one of this country’s foremost sailing locations that’s also protected by the Isle of Wight. But history is also
important because research shows East Head may have been the first landfall in Britain of the Romans - see ‘AD 43 The
Roman Invasion of Britain: a Reassessment’ by John Manley. Thus Chichester harbour rather than Richborough in Kent
may have been the Roman Empire’s entry point to southern England.
East Head has moved
Forward 1,500 years to the Tudor era and we learn about
East Head and Chichester Harbour from a map of 1587 at
the British Library. This coastal survey, commissioned by
Elizabeth I and drawn up by Sir Thomas Palmere, was to
identify coastal locations needing defence in the months
before the Spanish Armada of 1588. Palmere’s map
shows East Head west of its present location and closer to
Hayling Island. Today this area is submerged and known
as the West Winner shingle bank.
Forward another 200 years to a 1786 chart of Chichester
Harbour, possibly needed because of the increasing size
of vessels built at Itchenor shipyards which are also shown
on the chart. New vessels were towed to Portsmouth for
masts and rigging to be fitted, and the shallow sand bar
at the Harbour’s entrance had to be safely navigated.
The Mackenzie chart shows a structure on East Head
described as a ‘custom house watch house’. Forward
another two centuries to 1989 and Chichester Harbour and
East Head are portrayed in an Admiralty Chart. Over the
last 200 or more years the sea has washed away the watch
house. What was known as Cockbush Common now only
appears at low water and the coast line has receded to
the east. The same changes have occurred in many other
locations around the Manhood peninsula. In SeIsey the
shoreline has receded year by year while sea level has
risen by about 30cms in the last one hundred years.

Future protection
A coastal defence strategy was agreed for East
Chichester Harbour entrance and East Head in the late 20 century. Head in 2008 known as the North Solent Shoreline
Source: extract from Admiralty chart 1989 Management Plan (SMP). It’s being managed by the
East Head Coastal Issues Advisory Group - details can
be found on the West Wittering Parish Council website. To address erosion the SMP introduces what’s called ‘Adaptive
Management’, a policy that aims to maintain East Head for future generations by allowing continual changes in its
geography. An example of this flexible approach is removing breastworks, which will be key to managing the beach.
Doing this will reduce the risk of swallow holes appearing on the path, for their appearance can be unpredictable and
are a hazard to visitors. Another example occurred last year when Chichester District Council (CDC) removed failed
wire ‘gabion baskets’ between the last two groynes at the Hinge. Since then shingle has formed a more natural sloping
beach. This not only absorbs wave energy more efficiently but has also created easier access to the beach for visitors.
CDC is the Coast Protection Authority for this area and the lead partner in monitoring conditions not only of the beach
but also, in partnership with the National Trust, the peaceful oasis of sand and marram grass that is East Head.
th

Storm-damaged breastworks on West Wittering beach
Photo: Meryl Mead-Briggs

Ownership changes
The Manhood peninsula, including East Head, was vested
in the Bishop of Chichester by Henry VIII but passed to
the Church Commissioners in the 19th century. During the
early 1950’s local residents formed a preservation society
because the Commissioners were considering a sale to
a holiday park. The land was acquired and ownership
was transferred to the newly established West Wittering
Estate Ltd who run the beach today. But East Head itself
was gifted to the County Council who passed it on to the
National Trust in 1964. In
that same year all this area
was designated part of the
Chichester Harbour Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty.
Sea defences

Chichester Harbour, the entrance and East Head in the late 18th century. Source: Murdoch
Mackenzie chart 1786, by kind permission of the British Library ref: Maps SEC 1.(14)
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During the 1840’s groynes
were built from Selsey to
West Wittering to protect
sand and shingle being
moved along the beach by
‘longshore drift’. Today these
groynes continue to stretch
from the top of the beach
down into the sea. There are
also hard timber defences,
or ‘breastworks’, but they
are collapsing and parts of
the coastal path are being
washed away - as can be
viewed in this photograph
taken as recently as January
2020.

Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc

East Head at the gateway to Chichester Harbour, looking northwards 				

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/

Photo: Matt Simmons photography
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View of Halnaker Hill and its windmill seen
from the Downs east of Goodwood racecourse,
with Bognor in the distance
Photo: Sean Evison, Henfield
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CHICHESTER’S LINKS WITH EUROPEAN CITIES
Friendship associations give our city an international
dimension, as John Wilton explains
In the years since the end of WWII Chichester has developed many links with other cities and organisations across
the rest of Europe. The principal ones are our twinning agreements with Chartres and Ravenna, and our friendship
agreement with Valetta, for which the physical signs can be seen around our city such as the Avenue de Chartres and
Via Ravenna; while the beautiful stained glass windows in St. Richard’s Roman Catholic Church were designed and
made by renowned Chartres artist Gabriel Loire.
Twinning agreements were encouraged after the Second World War as a way to foster friendship and understanding
among different cultures, and between former foes as an act of peace and reconciliation. The links were to be agreed
between municipal authorities in the respective cities and the protocol was that each city only twinned with one town
per country. A key element would be exchange visits between citizens of the two towns, and this is certainly still true
today in Chichester.
Chartres from 1959

A 60th anniversary

In February 1959, Chichester City Council formally signed a
twinning deed with Chartres in France. The twinning deed
can still be seen at Chichester City Council’s offices in North
Street. It was a good match. Both are cathedral cities which
lie broadly to the southwest of their respective capital cities.
Councillor Anne Scicluna, who has been Mayor three times,
took part in the very first children’s exchange with Chartres
in August 1959, and is still actively involved with Chichester’s
twinning/friendship links to this day.

Twinning with Chartres has gone from strength to strength
over the years. Our Chartres friends come here one year
and we visit them the next year. Last year the Friends of
Chartres celebrated the 60th anniversary of the twinning
with a special dinner in The Assembly Room on 1st March
attended by the Mayor and Councillors from Chartres.
This was followed at Easter by the annual exchange with
a coach full of friends from Chartres coming to stay with
their ‘twins’.

Two years after the formal deed was signed, Chichester’s
French twinning association ‘The Friends of Chartres’ was
set up to foster community involvement and participation
(as opposed to Council involvement) in the twinning. This
is very much the pattern in Chichester. In many other
countries, such as France and Italy, the council usually
participates more actively in the funding and organisation
of twinning associations.

Over the years many local clubs, societies and
organisations have also established links with their
equivalents in Chartres. In particular, Chichester
Cathedral has strong links with Chartres Cathedral.
For many years Chartres was Chichester’s only twin.
In contrast, Chartres had set up several twinning
agreements, including Ravenna in Italy and Speyer in
Germany, along with others in Portugal, Spain, Japan and
Israel.

CHICHESTER’S FRIENDSHIP LINKS ACROSS EUROPE

LONDON

CHICHESTER

PARIS

CHARTRES

RAVENNA
ROME

VALETTA
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Ravenna from 1996
This started a process that took three years to complete after
several stops and starts. As is usual, I was only mayor for
one year, but happily my successors as Mayor were equally
enthusiastic about establishing the link. Thus in 1996 Chichester
and Ravenna were formally twinned, making a three-way
twinning with Chartres. The Friends of Ravenna soon became a
well-established association and thrives to this day. Exchanges
take place annually, although on a smaller scale than those with
Chartres.
Valetta from 2010
In 2010, the City Council established and formalised a
‘friendship link’ with Valetta, the capital city of Malta GC. It was
not a formal ‘twinning’ since the twinning protocol requires that
a capital city can only twin with another capital city. At the time
of writing, the City Council is actively exploring possible links
with Speyer in Germany. Speyer was twinned with Spalding
in Lincolnshire, but as this link is no longer active, Speyer
is interested in a link with Chichester. Should this lead to a
twining it would make a four way twinning between Chichester,
Chartres, Ravenna and Speyer!
Over the years Chichester City Council’s European initiatives
have been recognised in various ways. In 1994 the Council of
Europe awarded Chichester City Council its European Flag
of Honour, and six years later in 2000, it awarded the City its
Plaque of Honour in recognition of its efforts to propagate the
idea of European unity.
……………………………………………………………….
For further information about the three associations see
www.friendsofchartres.org.uk www.chi-ravenna.org.uk
or http://friendsofvalletta.weebly.com/

Chartres Cathedral illuminated during the annual Chartres
en Lumières festival in September 2019. The 1594 date
projected on the West Front is the year King Henry IV of
France was crowned at the Cathedral
Photo: John Wilton

When I was Mayor of Chichester In 1992, Chartres’
Mayor Georges Lemoines invited me to visit his city
and participate in the 35th anniversary celebrations
of Chartres’ twinning with Ravenna. There I met the
official delegation from Ravenna, including Signor Vichy,
Ravenna’s Deputy Mayor. Signor Vichy made it clear that
Ravenna was looking to twin with a British city and invited
my wife and me to visit Ravenna which we did in early July
1992. It soon became clear that Ravenna and Chichester
had many things in common. Both sit on flat coastal plains
with small seaside resorts nearby and rolling hills in the
other direction. Both even had the remains of important
Roman ports nearby!
Returning to Chichester I was full of enthusiasm for
taking things further. I reported back to the City Council
and they agreed that a public meeting should be held to
gauge the level of support for a twinning with Ravenna.
Chichester City Council felt that a new twinning should
only be set up if there was demonstrable enthusiasm for
it in the community. The meeting took place in January
1993, on a very wet and windy night, but to my amazement
many people turned up and there was great enthusiasm
for taking things further. An interim ‘Friends of Ravenna’
committee was set up.

Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc

San Vitale in central Ravenna dates from the sixth century and is one of eight UNESCO listed buildings in the city. Photo: John Wilton

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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A JOURNEY TO THE STARS

Stargazers aged 6 and up
One of Chichester’s more unusual attractions,
the Planetarium is located to the south of the City,
by the High School campus. With its 100-seater
auditorium, colourful displays and well-stocked
sales kiosk, the Planetarium has something for
would-be astronauts and stargazers aged 6 years
and above. In conjunction with our new state-of-the
art fulldome video system which produces stunning
immersive images and breath taking video, the
magnificent star projector projects nearly 4,500
pinpoint stars and other celestial objects onto the
dome above your head.

Chichester’s Planetarium has been wowing audiences since 2001: Dr John Mason explains
Look up into the sky on any clear, dark night and, if there are not too many artificial lights around, you will see stars –
hundreds of them. They appear as tiny, twinkling points of light, and it takes a leap of the imagination to realise that
these stars are suns, many of them far larger, hotter and more brilliant than our Sun. But they are also much, much
further away.
Our Sun and every one of the more distant stars we
see in the night sky belong to a great ‘star city’ – a vast
disk-shaped system of some 200,000 million stars called
a galaxy. Our galaxy is the Milky Way. It is just one of
perhaps a million million galaxies in the Universe, which
we observe from the beautiful blue world that is our home
in space – planet Earth – one of eight planets orbiting the
Sun. (We used to think that there were nine planets, but
in 2006 astronomers reclassified tiny, icy Pluto as a dwarf
planet.).
Beginning in 1995, astronomers began to discover planets
around other stars. Today we know of well over 4,000
planets orbiting distant stars; they are called exoplanets.
Some are giant planets similar to Jupiter and Saturn in
our own Solar System, but many are smaller like Uranus
and Neptune, and a considerable number are similar in
size or not much bigger than our Earth. Over the next few
years, the number of planets which will be found around
other stars will continue to rise as detection techniques
improve. We shall surely discover many more planets like
the Earth, perhaps with atmospheres, oceans of liquid
water – and maybe even life.

Many young people, growing up today in towns and
cities – even urban fringe areas – have never seen a
really dark, star-studded sky. The faint band of light – the
flattened disk of our Milky Way galaxy – which arches
across the sky on summer and autumn evenings is rarely
discernible from light-polluted areas. In such locations,
comets, shooting stars and the northern lights are also
hardly ever seen. It was for those people who never have
a clear view of the night sky – and for everyone fascinated
with the Universe around us – that the South Downs
Planetarium in Chichester was built.
Building the Planetarium

The idea for the Planetarium dates back to 1992, when
members of the South Downs Astronomical Society put
on an astronomy roadshow that toured local schools,
using a small inflatable Planetarium to show children the
stars and constellations as they would look on a clear
night. Seeing the way this really excited the children led
to the plan to build a full-size permanent Planetarium
in Chichester. With the enthusiastic support of the then
Director of Education for West Sussex, Richard Bunker,
and his Deputy Mike Taylor, a site was found adjacent
Viewing stars is harder today
to the Chichester High School where there was a
barn that could be converted. The BBC’s ‘Sky at Night’
Nearly everyone is fascinated by space and astronomy,
astronomer Sir Patrick Moore got behind the project
but viewing the night sky has become much harder over
from the outset and helped us secure the magnificent
the past 25 years as night-time lighting has proliferated.
optical star projector that was being retired from the
Armagh Planetarium in Northern
Ireland. While in Ireland we
also obtained 100 Boeing
747 ‘Club Class’ seats for the
auditorium. Then there was
the small problem of raising
the money to convert the barn
into a Planetarium. It took eight
years to raise the money – a
combination of contributions
from grant-making trusts, local
businesses and many individuals
who believed in the dream.
Building work, fitting-out and
commissioning the star projector
continued through 2000 and the
Planetarium received its first
visitors in July 2001. The official
opening by the Astronomer
Royal, Sir Martin Rees, and
Sir Patrick Moore took place in
April 2002. Since opening, the
Planetarium has welcomed over
250,000 visitors though its doors,
the majority being children of
‘Star cities’ like this fill our Universe by the million
Photo: By kind permission of the South Downs Planetarium school age.
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The Planetarium’s optical star projector was obtained from Northern
Ireland with the help of Sir Patrick Moore
Photo: South Downs Planetarium

When you first enter the star theatre, it will seem
quite dark. The lights have to be turned down low
so that your eyes will get used to the dark. Settle
yourself down into one of the comfortable aircraft
seats and, after a few minutes, the lights will be
turned off completely. Looking up you will see the
stars, the Moon and planets, and some of the more
familiar star patterns.

Book your journey through space
The Planetarium puts on new public shows every month, usually on Friday evenings and Sunday afternoons, but also at
other times during school holidays. There is free car parking adjacent to the Planetarium building, easy access for the
disabled, and it is only a short walk from rail and bus stations. The Planetarium is available for private bookings on any
day of the week, and can arrange special shows for schools, private adult and youth groups, clubs and societies.
For details of all upcoming shows and our opening hours, plus a map showing you how to find us, please visit the
Planetarium’s website at www.southdowns.org.uk. Just book and pay online with a credit or debit card or call
01243 774400 or 07818 297292 to reserve tickets.

The South Downs at night

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/

Photo: Chris Nesbit
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CHICHESTER’S SOLAR FARMS

and operated). It’s raised over £1.16 million in equity
mainly from local investors, alongside a £5 million
commercial loan. Meadow Blue began generating in
summer 2016 and is expected to create a community
benefit fund of over £3 million during its operational
lifetime. In 2016 it was shortlisted for a national
renewable energy award because of setting up a
community fund for the local parish council, with
additional educational benefits shared between North
Mundham Primary and Chichester Free Schools.

Local solar farms have several benefits as Vincent Porter explains
As the world warms, and a climate emergency threatens the globe, a second industrial revolution is evolving in which
new modes of energy generation are replacing traditional fossil fuels like coal and gas. It may surprise readers
to learn just how much of this electricity generation is occurring around Chichester. Solar farms in this area now
produce about 12 percent of local electrical consumption (68,000 MWh). Across the country, it’s estimated that output
is sufficient for about 4 million homes - 13 Gigawatts of electricity from over 900 solar farms. Political support for ‘clean
energy’ is growing, as we saw at the beginning of March this year when Business & Energy Secretary Alok Sharma MP
announced Government proposals to allow onshore wind and solar farms to bid once more for state subsidies

The County Council’s two local solar farms are at
Tangmere and Westhampnett.

Solar farms around Chi
Lavant

Many Chichester residents have installed solar panels
on the roof of their homes. Less widely known is the
ring of solar farms around our city, most of which are
tucked away out of sight. Overall there are at least a
dozen, with the most northerly at Lavant (1), while the
others, proceeding east and south, are: Boxgrove (1),
Westhampnett (1), Tangmere (1), Oving (2), Merston (3),
Sidlesham (1), Selsey (2) and Shripney (1). These solar
farms occupy between 15 and 55 acres, and are normally
sited on derelict or low grade agricultural land. They
are often situated on land rented from a farmer for 25
years. But as successive governments have reduced their
public subsidy this period is being extended to 50 years to
ensure private investors can continue to make a profit.

Strettington
Westhampnett

Oving
Shripney

Merston

Ownership and the community

Sidlesham

Who owns these solar farms? West Sussex County
Council owns two at Tangmere and Westhampnett,
but the remainder are privately owned and financed.

SELSEY

•

Tangmere solar farm produced 5.27 MWh of electricity
during its 2018/9 financial year, sufficient they claim to
power 108 homes and earn £52,000 income.

•

Westhampnett solar farm produces 7.4MW. It is the
first publicly owned solar farm to be built with large
on-site batteries for storing surplus electricity that can
be fed into the National Grid when needed. This will
provide additional income for WSCC and enable it
to increase its generating capacity further, as more
projects come on stream in the years ahead.

A27

Tangmere

CHICHESTER

WSCC solar farms

BOGNOR

West Sussex County Council has storage batteries at its
Westhampnett solar farm which enables electricity to be
supplied to the National Grid; an income that helps fund this and
future schemes.
Photo: thanks to WSCC and Darren Cool

Environmental bonus

Over time this is likely to encourage local re-wilding
for traditional meadow plants, bees and other insects.
Managed properly, these solar farms around Chichester
- whether publicly or privately owned - will not only
generate electricity from the sun, contribute in various
ways to their communities, but also nurture the growth
and diversity of local wildlife. What’s not to like?

Solar farms demonstrate other, perhaps less obvious,
environmental benefits. If the solar panels are properly
sited and appropriate grass and scrub is seeded under
them, sheep and other small herbivores can safely graze.

Thanks to Tom Broughton of Solesco for additional
research and information in the preparation of this article.

SOLAR FARMS
NEAR CHICHESTER

Excluding the WSCC model, there are broadly three types
of financial relationship between investors and the local
community. The first is the developer who makes a cash
donation to the local parish council, possibly to encourage
them to support planning permission. The second is when
a developer redistributes a proportion of the profits to
a local community fund. The third encourages a local
community to establish their own solar farm adjacent to
a larger commercial operation. Locally, there are two
models of this type:

Increasingly seen around Chichester: these panels are at the
Westhampnett solar farm owned by West Sussex County Council
Photo: thanks to WSCC and Darren Cool
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•

Selsey - the Ferry Farm Community project, next to
Langmead’s solar farm, has been generating over
5.4 million kWh of green energy each year since June
2016. Ferry Farm is allocating up to £50,000 a year to
a community fund that supports local energy and fuel
poverty services, plus a community grant scheme for
Selsey and Sidlesham.

•

Merston - the Meadow Blue Community Energy project
owns and operates half this 10 MW solar farm (the
other half of the solar farm is commercially owned

Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc

Solar farms may provide grazing space for sheep, with increased wildlife a bonus. This scene is at the Meadow Blue site at Merston
Photo: thanks to Solesco and Dave Barton

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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A WALK TO HUNSTON AND BACK
The latest of our relaxed walks or
cycle rides that begin in Chichester;
David Wilson is our guide.

INTRODUCING PETER EVANS,
THE SOCIETY’S CHAIRMAN
Born in West Sussex, Peter worked in the City
of London for Lloyds International Marine
Reinsurance Syndicates for over 30 years.
Becoming a Parish Councillor for Ferring in
1998 and subsequently Chairman, 2005 saw
him elected to West Sussex County Council
and he served as a Cabinet member for
nine years. He became a Chichester City
Councillor in 2012 and was elected Mayor of
Chichester in 2017, which introduced him to
the workings of our Society.

THE ROUTE (about 6 miles)
Start from the corner of The Hornet and Market Road and go down the
twitten by the Eastgate Inn. This is Whyke Lane. Go straight on, over the
railway bridge, and on to another bridge over the A27. A few yards further
on, on the left there is a track running between the Lakes (don’t get stuck on
the footpath to the Free School).
At the end of the Lakes, bear right into School Lane; continue and cross over
the B2166 into the village of North Mundham. Immediately past the church turn
right into a narrow footpath. This opens out into a field. When you reach the
wood, turn left through a gap in the hedge and follow the track until you reach
the buildings of Manor Farm. Turn right between the buildings and into Church
Lane, past the church itself and into Hunston village. If the Spotted Cow is
open, take a break; else the Canal Café at the end of the walk is available.
Turn right up the road until past the roundabout, when there is access to the
Canal towpath on the left. Follow the Canal back to Chichester.

Does he pay for his fishing license?
Photo: David Wilson

LOOK OUT FOR
Chichester Lakes: The Lakes are old gravel workings.
There is a chalk ridge south of the Downs where the chalk
rises again, seen at Portsdown, not quite breaking the
surface at Chichester but creating a basin which filled up
with gravel millennia ago. In Stone Age times, the ridge is
thought to have enclosed a lagoon where Boxgrove Man
was able to fish and hunt wildfowl.
St Stephen’s, North Mundham: Nothing remains of the
church recorded in the Domesday Book. The nave is
13th century, the tower from c1550 and the rest relatively
modern. The Norman family of St John presented the
church and its endowment to Boxgrove Abbey in the 12th
century but it was sold with its rectory and the manor to
one Thomas Bowyer after the Dissolution.

volcanic ash from the eruption of Tambora ten years
earlier. This section of canal has varied birdlife – look for
kingfishers, terns and herons profiting from fish disturbed
by passing boats.
Poyntz Bridge: This bridge was originally situated at
Hunston and is the last surviving example of the 14 swing
bridges on the canal. Swing bridges were needed along
with a wider canal to allow seagoing ships of 100 tons
to reach Chichester. On the west bank near the bridge
you can see the bright green leaves of Allium triquetrum.
Often mistaken for a white bluebell, it is in fact a member
of the garlic family with a three-cornered, not round, stem.
50 years ago it was found only rarely in Cornwall but with
a warming climate has spread across southern Britain.

Peter’s political background taught the
importance of strong pressure groups
holding councils to account, protecting
and enhancing our built and natural
environment. Since stepping away from
elected council duties Peter has followed a
different path. He is a Trustee of the West Sussex Duke of Edinburgh Awards
scheme for young people and the Cobnor Activities Centre in Chidham; a
Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts, and a keen member of Chichester’s Priory
Rotary Club. He also enjoys reading, travel and walking in Britain’s glorious
countryside - and the occasional glass of wine!
Peter is married to Margaret who, as a member of the Chichester Society’s
Executive Committee, organises the Newsletter’s distribution following the
sad passing of Danielle Charbonneau last November. You can reach Peter by
email at peterc.evans@btinternet.com or phone him on 01243 773074.

CHISORE: THE PRIORY PARK MOTTE

One of Chichester’s historic features is under threat

Canal view to the Cathedral: The Earl of
Egremont, patron of the Canal, commissioned
JMW Turner to paint two views of the canal
from Hunston. One is in the National Gallery
and noted for talking liberties with real life
(the Bell Tower is misplaced and the sun is
setting due north). The other is at Petworth
and has a intense yellow sky; perhaps Turner Chichester still has some countryside - the view from Hunston
remembered the fiery sunsets caused by
Photo: David Wilson

Priory Park’s
centenary
celebrations, held
September 2018,
were reported in
this magazine.
It was a time of
celebration and
pride. A contributing
element was our
knowledge that this
neighbourhood dates
back centuries, and
includes a castle
mound (the Motte)
built soon after
the Normans arrived. All is known and written about. Given this historic
background it’s difficult to understand why Chichester’s Motte is allowed to
deteriorate. As this picture illustrates, happy and energetic children playing
here are contributing to the Motte’s destruction. A park with playful children
is to be welcomed. But we ask those who care for and manage Priory Park
to urgently apply common sense levels of care: there are many solutions.
We understand Priory Park Society and Chichester District Council are both
aware of the Motte’s increasing deterioration, but responses are on-hold due
to the Coronavirus pandemic. But when life has returned to ‘normal’ we hope
everyone will find creative ways of preserving Chichester’s Motte.
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St Leodegar’s, Hunston: Leodegar (aka
Leger) was Bishop of Autun in the 7th century,
beheaded after a power struggle amongst
Frankish factions which was later considered
a martyrdom. This is a rare dedication; there
is one other in England, at Wyberton near
Boston, and in Europe at Lucerne where he
is patron saint of the city. The church itself
was completely rebuilt in 1885 by Sir Arthur
Blomfield who also designed Graylingwell
Chapel.

Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc

PLANNING NEWS
Interim Policy
Statement urgently
needed to protect
the Local Plan
Chichester District Council (CDC)
wrote to all Parish Councils on 1st
April saying that from 15th July the
adopted Local Plan will be out of
date and therefore the Council
may not be able to demonstrate an
ongoing 5 year supply of housing
land as required by Government
guidance. We know that the Local
Plan review resulted in a clamour
of objections. This has caused
a re-think by CDC which cannot
be completed before the current
Plan expires. We are told to expect
an Interim Policy Statement for
Housing to help manage and guide
planning applications for housing
development in the interim period
before the new Local Plan can be
adopted. Let’s hope that the new
policy avoids what may otherwise
become ‘planning by appeal’.

A27 improvement
back in the pipeline
Thanks to pressure from our MP
Gillian Keegan, money for the
improvement of the existing A27
has now appeared as a ‘pipeline’
project in Road Improvement
Strategy 3 (RIS3) promised to
enter development between now
and 2025. This process is not a
commitment to construct at this
stage. It’s a proposal to gather
views from stakeholders and
local people who will be affected
including through a non-statutory
consultation. This is a second
chance for us in our district to
come together with realistic views
to improve the existing road.
Christopher Mead-Briggs
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AN EARLY AUTUMN HARBOUR
CRUISE FOR CHISOC MEMBERS
Join us for a morning cruise on Monday 14th
September! For this social occasion we have reserved
the Chichester Conservancy boat Solar Heritage.
Starting at 10.30am from the Harbour Master’s jetty
at Itchenor, our cruise will last about 1hr 30 mins and
we’ll then enjoy a fish and chip lunch at Itchenor
Sailing Club - a few minutes’ walk from the jetty.
ChiSoc members can park in the Conservancy car park
(pay and display), a 10 minute walk from both the jetty and
the Club. The charge for cruise and lunch is £25 per head.
To reserve your place let Executive Committee member
Christopher Mead-Briggs know immediately email christophermead-briggs@itchenor.plus.com

This promises to be a most enjoyable day!

Photo: Rose Teal,
Chichester Harbour
Conservancy

HELP

FURTHER SOCIAL EVENTS PLANNED FOR READERS

Remembering
the Chichester
Society when
arranging
bequests will
help continue
this City’s civic
traditions.

• Goodwood racecourse
• Fishbourne Roman Palace
• Tea party and a talk by Alan Green on A Chichester Boyhood
At the Bassil Shippam Centre, Friday 21 August from 3.00 to 4.30 pm.
£5 per person at the hall entrance
• Chichester Harbour cruise in September - see above
• Chichester Planetarium on a mid-week afternoon in November.

THE
SOCIETY’S
FUTURE!

See below
for contact
information
or access the
Society’s
website

Your Executive Committee is working-up several social occasions and here is advance notice of the
proposals with limited details on cost, date or time as this is still under consideration. If you are keen
to participate would you email the Secretary Anthony Quail at anthony.quail@waitrose.com
Your name will be recorded as a provisional reservation and we will contact you later with details.
These social occasions are:

THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY
Founder: David Goodman
Patron: The Mayor of Chichester
Chairman: Peter Evans
Vice Chairman: Bill Sharp
Secretary: Anthony Quail*
Treasurer: Mark Hoult

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Andrew Bain, Rodney Chambers,
Richard Childs*, Margaret Evans,
Roger Hobbs, Christopher Mead-Briggs*,
Cedric Mitchell, Trevor Redman
and John Templeton*
*Member of the Newsletter Editorial Committee.

Submissions to:
newsletter@chichestersociety.org.uk
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MEMBERSHIP
Single membership:
£8 by standing order or £11 by cheque
payable to the Chichester Society.
Joint membership:
£12 by standing order or £15 by cheque.
Life membership
(60 years and over):
£120 single and £160 joint.
Corporate membership:
£100 (one-off).
Applications and/or queries about
membership and annual subscriptions
to the Vice Chairman, Bill Sharp at 13
Whyke Lane, Chichester PO19 3EU.

Neither the editorial panel nor the
Society necessarily subscribes to
our contributors’ views. The right
is reserved to edit any submitted
articles or letters.
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the Chichester Society
Registered Charity No 268055
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Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc

